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DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

STUDY INTRODUCTION
Downtown Mansfield seen many changes over the past decade. In addition to new mixed-use developments with
multifamily residential and retail ground floor uses, the existing retail environment has seen changes and turnover, and the Town’s commuter rail station has grown in popularity - total ridership is up considerably over the
decade. Further, more development in, around and near the station is planned or proposed. These conditions
have resulted in increased parking pressures, particularly for commuters, and growing vehicular congestion at
peak commuting hours, including from many who do not live in or work in Mansfield.
This study was commissioned to provide the Town of Mansfield with a set of strategies to address current parking issues and concerns, and to provide the Town with strategies to better anticipate and address potential
changes to the overall parking system likely to result from changes of land use, either through new development
or redevelopment, or changing ground floor retail patterns. In some ways, a key challenge of this study is taking
two separate parking systems - a commuter parking system and a downtown parking system - that are physically divided by the train tracks and bridge systems, and create a cohesive, connected system that improves the
downtown and commuter parking experience for all users.
Commuter Parking
Many commuter parking concerns and issues are a direct result of a complicated system of public and private
parking lots adjacent to the station with different users (Town-only spots, MBTA public spots, monthly spots),
rates, hours, and more. The system is not predictable, access in and out of the facilities is circuitous and confusing, and signage is poor. At the same time, these same surface commuter lots adjacent to the station hold
promise for transit oriented development (TOD) - walkable, transit-accessible development with residential and
retail located within walking distance of public transit service. However, should a TOD occur in the area, nearly
1,000 parking spaces would need to be replaced - either on-site or within a short walk of the station.
Downtown Parking
In addition to the commuter parking challenges, Downtown Mansfield has seen changes to its downtown area.
Like other downtowns, downtown Mansfield retail trends have shifted dramatically over the last several decades
- first from the pressures of shopping malls, then big box stores, and now from online retailers. As a result,
retail tenants in downtown environments have shifted primarily to personal and professional services (e.g. hair
and nail care, specialty fitness, tax preparation, and more) convenience retail (e.g. convenience stores) and
eating and drinking places (i.e. restaurants). Traditional retail stores that do open in downtown areas are more
likely to be smaller specialty retail, including gift and home goods stores that often appeal to higher-income
households. These changes do not only impact property and business owners, they effect the parking system.
For example, parking to serve traditional downtown retail - markets, pharmacies, clothing stores - peaked
during the day; whereas restaurant dominated downtowns typically peak in the evening. As such, it is important
to not only consider what is in each storefront, but when customers are most likely to need parking.
In summary, this study will help the Town of Mansfield better manage its parking inventory in a manner that
ensures that the downtown provides enough parking at the right times to support existing businesses and as
importantly, to attract new ones (and the residents who choose to reside in a downtown environment).
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WHY STUDY DOWNTOWN PARKING?
PLAN FOR THE NEXT TEN YEARS
In recent years, Mansfield has seen moderate growth
in its downtown, including new multifamily and
mixed-use transit oriented development (TOD) and a
shifting retail and dining environment. Along with this
development and new residents and visitors has come
concerns about parking availability and the Town’s
continued ability to support future business activity.
Parking facilities in downtown Mansfield already support residents, commuters, employees, and customers. Parking best serves downtowns when it serves
the many needs of a community, when it is available
in the highest-demand locations, and when it offers
opportunities to as many types of users of differing
durations and times of stay as possible.

Managing parking efficiently and
successfully in downtown Mansfield
will require balancing competing
community priorities.
The parking study will help plan for Mansfield’s needs
over the next ten years by developing strategies to get
ahead of proposed developments on these lots and
others across downtown. Requirements for parking
spaces impact how new housing, retail, and office
projects can develop downtown. The study will also
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identify areas where replaced commuter parking can
best support economic activity downtown. Evaluating
the trade-offs is crucial to the future of downtown.

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
In addition to assessing parking needs within the
downtown, the study will study and identify potential
strategies for commuter MBTA parking. More specifically, the Town is exploring opportunities to redevelop
several surface parking lots used for commuter parking adjacent to the Mansfield MBTA Commuter Rail
station. Should the parcels be redeveloped, several
hundred parking spaces will need to be accommodated in some manner either on-site, off-site (nearby),
or a combination of the two. Where that parking would
best serve commuters and better support downtown
businesses and residents is a key consideration that
will impact decision making.
The information in the existing conditions report
establishes a shared understanding of what works
well and what can be improved in regards to parking.
It allows for a robust and productive discussion of
potential improvements and sets the framework for
accommodating future development.

DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

PARKING STRATEGY IS ABOUT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Parking is important to study in downtown Mansfield as part of an integrated transportation system and built environment because:
Parking is about economics. Parking in downtown Mansfield supports customers and
employees of restaurants, stores, and offices throughout downtown, residents living
within downtown, and commuters who take the train to and from work. The surface
commuter parking lots bring hundreds of people to Downtown Mansfield daily potential customers for downtown businesses. Those commuters who don’t patronize downtown businesses represent a missed opportunity to boost vitality.
Additionally, these surface lots take up a lot of land that could be put to better use
- transit-oriented housing and mixed-use - that would add to the Town’s tax rolls.
Parking is about housing affordability. Parking is very expensive to build, operate, and
maintain. It also takes up a lot of space that could otherwise be built. As such,
parking impacts the cost of housing. The more parking required, the higher the
cost. Providing the right amount of parking, and managing it effectively, can help
Mansfield provide more housing choice and improve affordability.
Parking is about access. The future of downtown Mansfield is one that seeks to provide more transportation choices—by making it as easy as possible to not drive.
Efficient parking management and design, can help to support reduced reliance on
single-occupancy vehicle trips. It is essential for all pedestrian facilities to be maintained and accessible to all abilities, bicycle parking and infrastructure to be provided to encourage active transportation alternatives (to reduce parking demand),
and signage and wayfinding is clear and understandable.
Parking is about congestion. Today, access into and out of the majority of commuter
parking lots is through one road - which runs through a residential neighborhood.
Limited access creates backups within the neighborhood but also on Chauncy and
North Main Street, particularly in the evenings when outbound trains unload. This
creates congestion not just for those exiting the station, but for those traveling
through downtown Mansfield. This may create a bad impression about downtown
and the likelihood to return. Downtown Mansfield could accommodate more people
and jobs, while reducing congestion, but only if parking is managed in a way that
better communicates its real costs - time being one of them.
Parking reflects larger mobility trends. Vehicle ownership is trending downwards, as
younger generations have fewer licenses, buy fewer cars, and enthusiastically
embrace new technology and forms of mobility. The role of autonomous vehicles is
uncertain, but their impacts will likely be profound. Downtown Mansfield needs to
embrace these trends and think strategically about the future of parking.
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STUDY AREA

STUDY AREA BOUNDARIES
The study is looking at parking in and around downtown and the commuter parking lots supporting the
MBTA commuter rail station. In many ways, there are
two parking systems (and study areas) - Downtown
and Commuter Parking - in large part the result of the
train tracks bisecting the two. A goal of this plan is to
bridge them into one system.
The Downtown parking study area incorporates all onand off-street, public and private parking east of the
train tracks within one block of North Main Street or
Old Colony Way. Areas within one block were analyzed
as they are most likely to be impacted by overflow
parking from downtown uses. The Commuter parking
study area includes all public and private commuter
rail surface lots to the west of the train tracks, and
residential streets adjacent to these lots given the
proximity to the station and potential for spillover.

UNDERSTANDING PARKING AVAILABILITY
How much parking is in downtown Mansfield? Where
is parking available in downtown? Providing answers
to these questions is a primary focus of the Downtown
Mansfield Parking Study.
To do so, the project team developed an inventory
of downtown and commuter parking including the
number, location, type (public, private, commuter,
etc.) and more. The team also assessed parking
demand -total cars parked by hour, location, and more
- essential information to ensure future strategies are
informed not just by perception, but real data.

UNDERSTANDING COMMUTER PARKING
Mansfield is one the busiest commuter rail stations
in the MBTA system. With more than 4,140 average
passengers per weekday as of 2018.1 And ridership is
growing - up 20 percent since 2012. However, most
parking is separated from downtown, but the resulting
congestion is not.
1
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2018 MBTA Commuter Rail Ridership Counts by CTPS
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HOW IS THIS STUDY DIFFERENT?
PROJECT APPROACH
Just as parking is not an end in and of itself,
conducting a study to measure parking supply and
demand is not an end in and of itself. Parking is
part of an integrated, multimodal transportation
system that serves as a means to accessing desirable
locations - in this case downtown Mansfield and
commuter parking. As such, proposed strategies
must work together as a system to ensure that the
network is managed in way that ensures parking
availability and choice for all users – residents,
employees, customers, visitors and commuters.

However, the Downtown Mansfield Parking Study
is about more than current patterns of utilization.
Recent and planned development and future
redevelopment opportunities on surface lots,
especially near the train station, will impact the
parking experience in the near future. How Mansfield
prepares for that growth - and supports it through
parking management and policies - will effect the
overall success of the development and the larger
downtown. To that end, this study will present a
forward-looking, adaptable and user-friendly parking
strategy that both enhances the current system and
gets ahead of proposed development.

YEAR

STUDY NAME

2005

Mansfield Train Station
Area Redevelopment
Study

2008

Mansfield Master Plan

• Strong desire to resolve train station traffic, Route 106
intersection safety, and North Main Street one-way circulation
pattern
• Implement strategies from the Access Study and Parking Study

2012

Strategic Plan

• Create TOD District to increase densities and allow mixed-uses

2013

2014

2015

UMass Dartmouth
Mansfield Station
Platform Survey
Access & Improvement
Evaluation for the
Mansfield Commuter
Rail Parking Lot
Strategic Plan Update

KEY TAKEAWAY
• Recommended rezoning to allow higher densities of residential
and commercial use, thereby supporting TOD.
• Final buildout proposed a 1,200 car garage and 550 car surface
parking lot
• Support for improved pedestrian connections between Station
and downtown and residential TDM in town parking facilities

• Parking Enterprise Fund should be applied as a required match
to state and federal grants
• 21% of respondents take the train daily, 29% on every weekday,
and 38% occasionally
• 66% drive to the station, 21% walk, 11% use GATRA
• 49% of respondents said they live within 5 miles from the train
station
• Increased residential densities in the TOD site require a focus on
walkability and pedestrian access in the design
• Through-road will increase access without burdening residential
neighborhoods and introduce retail and commercial frontages
• Downtown parking and access is at a premium, but lack of foot
traffic and decay of buildings impacts sales
• There is an opportunity to fix parking near the train station and
promote development on empty lots
11

CONTEXT & METHODOLOGY

PLANNING CONTEXT
In order to effectively analyze parking conditions and
make informed recommendations, it is essential to
review the existing planning context in downtown
Mansfield. This study has learned from past and
present planning work, respects and reflects the
outcomes of those efforts, and uses that work
to establish a shared understanding of the most
pertinent parking issues and opportunities.

EXISTING CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT
The first task in creating parking strategies to accommodate and manage the changing nature of downtown
Mansfield was to create a baseline of the current state
of on-street, off-street, public and private parking
assets within the study area.
• INVENTORY: The project team created an inventory of all parking spaces by regulation,
access, and ownership within the full study
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area based on a combination of existing data,
stakeholder input, and field data collection
• UTILIZATION: The project team observed actual parking use (utilization) in public and
private on- and off-street spaces on two field
visits, one weekday and one weekend.
• LAND-USE BASED PARKING DEMAND: The
project team developed a model of predicted
parking demand—both study area-wide and per
parcel—based on existing land uses within the
study area, using the most recent tax assessor
data and industry standards of parking generation by land use. This theoretical demand for
parking spaces varies throughout the day according to land uses; for example, predictably, there
is higher demand near restaurants around meal
times and demand tapering off after the morning
around coffee shops. The parking model shows
where demand hot spots should exist in a thriving
downtown Mansfield and at what times of day.
DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

• COMPARISON OF PREDICTED PARKING DEMAND TO OBSERVED UTILIZATION: The project
team determined where existing regulations are
not best aligned to promote downtown business
activity and overall vitality by noting where weekday and weekend parking use did not match the
predicted demand from industry standards.

FUTURE CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT
The second phase of the study focused on two key
elements. First, the team analyzed the parking data in
the context of downtown’s future growth and reviewed
how this growth is shaped by demand and supply. The
land-use based parking demand model can be applied
for any changes of use on a property, whether that be
new transit-oriented development replacing surface
commuter lots or turnover in an existing downtown
storefront.

As land uses change in downtown Mansfield,
the parking model can show how much,
when, and where parking utilization is likely
to be affected.
The model can be used to inform how best to adjust
on-street regulations in advance of a potential issue or
when and where additional supply is warranted.
Second, based on the issues and opportunities analysis informed by the existing conditions assessment,
the project team developed strategies to improve the
downtown parking system, further informed by a best
practices review and additional community outreach.
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PARKING INVENTORY
Before strategies can be considered to
better manage parking – no matter the
environment – you must first know what
you are working with. In parking, that
means the total number, the location,
and the regulations of spaces that
dictate their use.

construction activity, or additions/reductions in
parking. For example, during the initial inventory and
utilization data collection, Old Colony Way was under
construction between Samoset Avenue and Court
Street, and has since been restriped to add public
unregulated on-street spaces. For accuracy, data
presented is based on available inventory at the time
of analysis.

HOW MANY PARKING SPACES ARE IN AND
AROUND DOWNTOWN?

Difference from ITE Standards and Current
Zoning Requirements

There are an estimated 4,870 total on- and off-street
parking spaces within the downtown Mansfield study
area, including 1,167 dedicated commuter rail spaces
on privately-, MBTA-, and Town-owned lots. This does
not include parking spaces associated with singlefamily and duplex driveways within the study area.
To determine the number of parking spaces, the study
team inventoried the entire study area through a
combination of field data collection, online mapping
platforms, existing GIS databases, and previous
studies. See the map on page 17.

KEY FINDINGS

The number of spaces provided in downtown
Mansfield is different than the number suggested
as required by industry standards. The Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) industry standards
assume all parking available is found off-street with
no on-street spaces or publicly available off-street
lots. However, Mansfield has more than 450 onstreet spaces on North Main Street, Old Colony Way,
Rumford Avenue, and Church Street available to
support businesses and restaurants.

It is important to emphasize that the inventory
represents a “snapshot” summary. The number of
parking spaces in the study area on any given day or
time is constantly changing due to street closures,

SPACE
TYPE

STUDY DOWN- COMMUTER
AREA TOWN
RAIL

On-Street

1,646

1,482

164

Off-Street

3,224

2,221

1,003

Public

884

204

680

2,342

2,019

323

4,870

3,703

1,167

Restricted
Total

MINIMUM PARKING REQUIREMENTS
in zoning dictate how much parking is
required to be built, depending on the
development’s size and land use type.
Parking minimums are often based on
the influential Institute of Transportation
Engineers’ guidebook, ITE Parking
Generation, which uses a limited number
of suburban sites to estimate an average
parking demand for each of more than
100 land use categories. The presumption
that parking demand is the same for every
building with the same land uses is often
inaccurate. Instead, density and diversity of
nearby land uses, the price of parking, and
the convenience of transit service should
be key determinants of parking demand.
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Commuter Rail Spaces
Over 1,100 parking spaces are specifically designated
for commuter rail parking, 24% of the entire study
area inventory. These are the only paid spaces in the
study area. Key findings:
• Commuter Parking: The majority of spaces are
in publicly- and privately-owned off-street lots.
• Town-Owned Lots: 460 spaces are
for Mansfield residents only.

• No private land owners or operators, including
those near the train station, make their parking
facilities available for public use at night
• Many private land owners lease parking (informal
agreements) to commuters, allowing them
to park in driveways or small lots all day.

On-Street Inventory
There are 1,646 on-street parking spaces in
downtown Mansfield, of which 10% are reserved for
rail commuters. Parking on-street is free - no spaces
are metered.

• MBTA-Owned Lots: 250+ spaces for daily
parking. There is no residency restriction.
• Privately-Owned: The remainder are held in
private hands and sell monthly passes to both
Mansfield residents and non-residents.
Commuter rail reserved parking, atypical of other
towns, includes on-street resident-only spaces. The
majority of these spaces are located along Mansfield
Avenue just east of the train station. However,
additional spaces are also located along Old Colony
Way (northern section nearest commuter rail station
pedestrian bridges). These spaces - which are
occupied all day by those commuting out of town,
remove downtown-supportive on-street spaces from
the public inventory.

Public vs. Private Parking
Not every parking space is open to the general
“public”. Private or “Restricted” parking facilities, are
those located on private property that are intended
for the sole (or primary) use of residents, employees,
customers, or permit holders.

PUBLIC PARKING

• Within downtown Mansfield, only 20% of off-street
spaces are available for “public” use at all times.

Downtown Mansfield has four types of on-street
parking regulation within the study are – 2-hour time
limited, residential commuter rail, residential permit,
and unregulated spaces. See the table below.

Off-Street Inventory
There are 3,224 off-street parking spaces within the
study area.
• 1,100+ are reserved for commuters.
• 50%+ of all off-street parking is privately-owned.
• 1,000+ provide parking for residential buildings.
• All town public spaces are time limited (2 hours)
• Old Colony Way offers almost 200 twohour spaces (except by employee or
residential permit) to the public between
W. Church Street and Court Street

#

%

EXAMPLES

2-Hour time Limited

769

47%

N. Main Street, Pleasant Street, Crocker Street, Chilson
Avenue, Church Street, Pratt Street, Columbus Avenue

Residential Permit Only

306

19%

Residential side streets in proximity to N. Main Street
spine and commuter parking.

Residential Commuter
Rail Permit spaces

164

10%

Mansfield Avenue, Old Colony Way (does not include
commuter lots)

Unregulated*

407

25%

Rumford Avenue and residential side streets
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PARKING UTILIZATION
HOW MANY PARKING SPACES ARE USED
DAILY IN THE STUDY AREA?
To better understand how the 4,800+ spaces are
used, parking utilization data was obtained for all
public, private, on-, and off-street parking facilities
within the study area.
Field counts of every on-street and off-street space
within the inventory were conducted on one weekday
(November 8th) and one Saturday (November 10th)
during a morning (8:00 AM), midday (12:00 PM), and
evening (5:00 PM) time period.
Just as the inventory represents a snapshot in time,
on any given day or on any given block, utilization can
vary dramatically due to downtown events, weather,
or other localized issues such as construction. For

example, roadway construction along Old Colony Way
was ongoing, shifting residential parking later in the
evening to the town-owned public lot at the corner of
North Main Street and Court Street. Therefore, the
primary use of this data is to identify macro-level
issues and challenges, key trends, and opportunities
for improvements, such as where observed demand
does not correspond to predicted demand.

MAPPING OBSERVED PARKING
OCCUPANCY
To describe utilization in specific locations, maps on
the next six pages of off-street locations and onstreet segments have been assigned a specific color
to indicate the level of occupancy during a designated
time frame during the day.

PERCENT
OCCUPIED

KEY TAKEAWAY

Dark
Green

0-60%

UNDERUTILIZED. A facility that consistently performs at this level, especially during peak demand periods has many spaces available and can
be viewed as wasting resources or not surrounded by supportive or active
land uses.

Light
Green

60-80%

LIGHTLY UTILIZED. Although the facility has higher demand, there is
still substantial parking availability, even at peak demand.

Yellow

80-90%

IDEAL. The facility is actively used, yet there is consistent availability for
a driver seeking a parking spot.

90% - 100%

AT CAPACITY. These facilities are heavily used and can make it hard to
find parking. Facilities that consistently perform at this level, particularly
outside of peak periods, generate the public perception and frustration
about lack of parking options in downtown Mansfield.

100%+

OVER CAPACITY. These facilities have more parkers than a lot or onstreet segment is designed to hold. Drivers may be parking closer together on-street than striped (or not striped), or may be double parking.

COLOR

Orange

Red
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KEY UTILIZATION FINDINGS
While parking can be difficult to find on a few
specific blocks at different times of the day and
near the commuter rail station, the utilization also
reveals another crucial trend—even in areas with
high demand, and even during peak periods, there
is typically underutilized parking spaces within a
relatively short distance. Many spaces are open during
peak periods, yet people either cannot find them,
perceive them as inconvenient, or are not allowed to
use them.

Weekday Demand
Parking occupancy is concentrated in three areas of
downtown Mansfield on weekdays.
• Resident commuter parking on Old
Colony Way is full by 8:00 AM and
remains full throughout the day.
• Commuter rail off-street parking is more than
92% full before 8:00 AM until 5:00 PM.
• Private off-street, non-commuter parking
(restricted access lots) is underutilized all day,
except for the Jimmy’s Pub lot in the evenings.
• North Main Street between High Street
and Court Street has high demand only in

the evening when restaurants see highest
patronage. (Spot checks later in the evening
confirm this continues through at least 9pm.)
• North Main Street between Pleasant Street
and Cottage Street, where there is a mix
of restaurants and service retail, has high
demand in the afternoon and evening.

Weekend Demand
Across downtown, weekend parking demand is much
lower than on weekdays: a consistent 28% occupancy
all day versus a peak of 47% occupancy on weekdays.
The biggest difference is that parking occupancy on
weekdays is not driven by commuter demand.
• Morning: parking on South Main Street
between East Street and Webb Place next
to Café on the Common, is hard to find.
• Afternoon: Union Street between West
Street and Park Row (Town Hall lot)
• Evening: On-street parking is in high demand
on North Main Street between High Street
and Court Street in the evenings.
The next step is to understand how land uses,
including the commuter rail station, drive the patterns
of parking demand in downtown Mansfield.
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LAND USE AND PARKING
HOW DO LAND USES AFFECT PARKING
DEMAND?
Understanding the relationship between land use
patterns and parking demand is critical to managing
supply in an efficient way both today and in the future
as new development and retail change occurs in
downtown Mansfield.
The project team developed a model of predicted
parking demand based on existing land uses within
the study area, using the most recent tax assessor
data and industry standards of parking generation by
land use type.
The model can show the impact of transportation
demand management policies (TDM) - policies that
reduce single occupancy vehicle trips (SOVs) or the
need to drive - that could be adopted downtown. This
predictive parking model will also be used to analyze
the impact of proposed developments downtown.

downtown Mansfield is covered in undeveloped/vacant
land, including parking lots by the train station (5% of
study area parcels).
Much of the downtown study area consists of lowdensity residential uses around the periphery. Just
under two-thirds of land within the study area is
devoted to single-family homes, duplexes, or triplexes
(63%). Another 12% is devoted to other apartment,
townhouse, or condo buildings with four or more
units. Taken together three-quarters of the downtown
study area is used to house Mansfield residents.

Catalyst Parcels
As part of the land use analysis, the planning team
identified several parcels either permitted for new
development, or that hold the potential for redevelopment. These parcels offer an opportunity to assess
potential impacts on public parking availability in the
future.

WHAT LAND USES EXIST IN DOWNTOWN
MANSFIELD?

• North Main Street and Old Colony Way
(100+ units and 11,000sf retail)

Existing land uses within the study area are shown
in Figure 3. Approximately 7% of land within the
study area is used for commercial or retail purposes,
the majority of which is located along the North
Main Street spine and on Chauncy Street east of
North Main Street. Office and institutional uses
together make up less than 5% of downtown. More of

• Old Colony Way between W Church Street
and High Street (47 units approved)
• Fire Station and Adjacent Parcel (vacant)
• Commuter Rail Parking lots (north of Chauncy)

0%
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DAILY PARKING DEMAND
Most often, parking generation analyses rely on the
Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (ITE) periodic
report titled Parking Generation, which is the prevailing national standard in determining expected parking
demand for a development or set of land uses. ITE
standards are often based on peak hour demands of
suburban sites with isolated, single land uses that
provide free parking. To calculate the estimated parking demand generated by a development, an analyst
multiplies a peak parking demand factor for each land
use type by the physical size of each use type and assumes that the peak amount of parking is required all
day every day and exclusively for that use.

SHARED PARKING DEMAND
Traditional development expectations often assume
that parking will be provided for each separate
development on site, with little or no consideration
of shared parking or access among different uses.
However, downtown Mansfield has a more urban feel

and functions as a mixed-use district with a number
of land uses—each with different parking demand
needs across the course of the day, resulting in staggered peaks.
Actual demand for parking
varies by use throughout the hours of a day and
days of a week. For example, office space generates
parking demand during traditional weekday business
hours (8am-6pm); parking for residential uses is
typically highest in overnight hours during the week
as many residents use their cars during the day; and
demand for restaurants and bars is highest during
meal times - breakfast, lunch and dinner hours. When
parking is shared between multiple uses —such as
with public on-street and off-street spaces—the
aggregated parking demand by time of day is less
than the total that would be programmed separately
for each use.

TIME OF DAY VARIATION:

Mixed-use areas naturally promote
internal capture, whereby a single parking space that
normally serves one land use at a time may serve
INTERNAL CAPTURE:

Weekday Unshared Demand
Industrial

6,000

Recreational

5,000

Retail
4,000

Service
3,000

Institutional
Religious

2,000

Office

1,000

Educational
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Weekday Shared Demand
6,000

Weekday Daily Demand if no spaces shared (no public lots or on-street)
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another land use at a different time, eliminating the
need for redundant parking spaces. For example,
someone visiting the barber shop may then walk to
the dance studio for a class, having only taken up one
parking space. Downtown Mansfield is and can be
better managed to be a “park once” environment.

PARKING MODEL RESULTS
To model parking in downtown Mansfield, Nelson\
Nygaard created an adapted parking model with
inputs from the Urban Land Institute’s (ULI) Shared
Parking Manual (2nd Edition, 2005) and study areaspecific land use and parking data to reflect actual
staggered peaks and internal capture behavior. Both
the ITE and ULI parking generation manuals report
demand by time of day. By layering this information
with peak parking ratios, the project team determined
a more realistic expected peak parking demand both
across all of the study area and mapped to individual
parcels. The parking model shows where demand
hotspots should likely exist in a thriving downtown
Mansfield and at what times of day.

Residential

As predicted, daily parking demand is highest near
the major activity nodes in downtown—the restaurants on North Main Street and Town offices (See
Figure 8). Over the course of the day, demand shifts
north up North Main Street.
The observed parking demand (i.e. utilization analysis
performed as part of this study) matches, to a large
extent, the predicted demand based on land uses
within the downtown study area. The parking peak
varies by time and geography—moving north up North
Main Street as the restaurant and retail locations
would predict.
The model has some limitations. For example, where
the tax assessor data notes vacant or underutilized
land near the train station, the model would anticipate no parking demand. But in reality hundreds of
parking spaces serve commuters, whose demand
should match that of other office users shifted earlier
by roughly an hour due to travel time. This proves to
be the case, as commuter parking is full by 8:00AM
and begins to clear out prior to 5:00PM.
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REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT
HOW IS PARKING MANAGED AND OPERATED IN DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD?
A parking management program spans the entire
system, including all spaces and how they are regulated, perceived, and priced. In a well-managed parking system, different users can easily find the spaces
that they need, understand the rules (e.g. time limits,
hours of enforcement, rates, etc.), and perceive parking to be easy, comfortable, and convenient.

TRAFFIC AND PARKING REGULATIONS
On-Street Regulations

Current parking regulations are not consolidated into
one formal Traffic and Parking Ordinance or similar
by-law. As a result, signage and the regulations they
impose are installed on a case-by-case basis when
perceived problems arise from one or more constituents. There is no formal process to study, confirm or
disprove the need to add or change regulations onstreet when a request surfaces nor is there a threshold of routine demand or enforcement violations that
would trigger a regulation change.
To provide the Town with a roadmap of its current
regulatory environment, the project team mapped all
existing on-street regulations within the study area,
as signed and confirmed during site visits. The intent
is to provided a baseline regulatory structure for the
Town to adopt, and to be revised as changes occur.
This will create clarity for drivers and enforcement
personnel. See the Appendix.

Parking Enforcement
Parking enforcement is run and implemented by dedicated staff of the Mansfield Police Department. There
is a deep understanding of the issues and problem
areas within the downtown study area. Officers extend
a consistent effort to enforce resident restrictions in
the commuter rail lots, and have recently begun a
campaign to broaden awareness to downtown businesses and employees of an expansion of time-limited
zones and employee permit availability. However, low
citation rates on North Main Street provide limited financial incentive to comply with time limits,
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especially since there is no paid parking except for
train commuters.
Multiple stakeholders indicate that there is a need
to improve enforcement of regulations downtown,
arguing that time limits rarely prevent drivers from
staying all day if they care to. Of particular concern
are employees arriving early in the morning, park onstreet in front of a business, and stay all day. This is
not only illegal (from a regulatory perspective), but it
removes parking from customers businesses are trying
to attract. Knowledge of long-term spaces on Old
Colony Way for employees and overnight residents is,
nevertheless, widespread among long-time Mansfield
stakeholders.

ZONING REQUIREMENTS
Existing Requirements

The primary zoning district designation in the study
area are Central Business (B1) and Downtown Mixed
Use (B2) districts that encompass much of North
Main Street and Old Colony Way. Close to the commuter rail station north of Chauncy Street is classified as Mixed Use Industrial (I3), and the remainder
of the study area is residential (R3). The study area
zoning also includes two overlay districts: the Station
Revitalization Area and North Main Street Business
Overlay District. In the Station Revitalization Area
district, up to 50% of parking spaces may be shared
by more than one tenant if they have demonstrably
different peak periods.

Parking Minimums
The town’s minimum parking requirements for selected land uses are summarize to the right. Much of the
Mansfield requirements match or are less demanding
than the ITE parking rates that represent the industry
standard. This is helpful in making construction more
affordable for developers (and therefore more affordable for potential residential and commercial tenants),
making the neighborhood character fit better with
what already exists in downtown Mansfield.
DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

LAND USE

ZONING DISTRICT

Business/Commercial <25K SF

B1, B2

1 per 1,000 SF

Restaurant without valet

B1, B2

0.125 per seat

Personal Services

B1, B2

1 per 1,000 SF

Professional Services <25K SF

B1, B2

1 per 1,000 SF

Multifamily Residential

B1

Multifamily Residential

Station Revitalization

1 per unit

Mixed Use

Station Revitalization

1 per unit
&
5 per 1,000 SF of commercial

OFF-SITE PARKING
In certain sections of downtown, parking spaces can
be accommodated off-site, saving land on a parcel
for productive development uses. Within the Station
Revitalization Area, all or a portion of required offstreet parking may be provided through on-street
spaces along the frontage of the building parcel. In

NUMBER OF SPACES

1.5 per unit

effect, and as intended, the public supply of parking
spaces on-street subsidizes development downtown.
These spaces do not include spaces on the opposite
side of the street frontage or wrap around to side
streets, so that they may not double-count across development sites. However, given that on-street spaces
are shared by different uses, further study is needed.
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PEER MUNICIPALITIES AND ZONING
Many communities in Massachusetts and other parts
of the country either lower parking requirements
for downtown commercial/retail uses, or eliminate
parking minimums entirely - allowing the parking to
be met through the use of publicly available on- and
off-street parking. The project team identified several
communities with similar downtown/commuter parking characteristics and how they approach parking
minimums for commercial uses.

Attleboro
Some communities, like Attleboro , use the Board
of Appeals process to waive or substitute parking
requirements for commercial uses. More specifically,
public parking facilities with an adequate number of
spaces and within 1,000’ of a retail store or restaurant can be used to meet the off-street requirement.
For example, per zoning, a 70 seat restaurant would
require 35 on-site parking spaces. However, if a
public lot with 35 spaces was within 1,000 feet, no
on-site parking would be required.

Stoughton
Whereas communities like Attleboro provide a process
through the Board of Appeals, Stoughton provides
parking relief directly through provisions in the zoning
ordinance. For example, some retail/commercial uses
are not required within the Central Business District
(CBD) Zone. This includes:
•

Theater, restaurant, auditorium, church or similar
place of public assembly with seating facilities

•

Retail and service establishments, given that they

are not utilizing extensive display areas which are
unusually extensive in relation to customer traffic
Other commercial uses – office, personal services,
etc. still require off-street parking to be provided.

Beverly
A hybrid of Attleboro and Stoughton, the City of
Beverly requires all nonresidential uses to provide
off-site parking. However, several provisions within
the zoning provide parking relief within commercial
districts by allowing (a portion of) parking requirements to be met in public parking facilities (e.g. in
downtown) within a distance of the building or use.

Salem
In Salem, nonresidential uses within the B-5 (‘Central
Business District’) zoning do not require off-street
parking – the City provides this through a combination
of regulated (metered) on-streets spaces, off-street
lots, and parking garages. This includes all commercial uses - retail, service, eating and drinking, and
office uses. The city also allows residential reuse projects to meet off-street parking requirements through
spaces in municipal facilities within 1,000 feet of the
building. New development must accommodate parking on-site. .

Malden
Non-residential uses do not require off-street parking in the Central Business District of Malden, MA.
Additionally, CBD zoning allows for reduced residential parking requirements through inclusion of dedicated car-sharing, bicycle infrastructure (parking) etc

The City of Salem has no off-street parking requirements for commercial uses. Instead, public facilities can be used.
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PUBLIC PROCESS
The Downtown Mansfield Parking Study relies heavily on quantitative data related to parking occupancy
and land uses. But parking is as much about user
perception as it is supply and demand. Therefore, the
Study Team conducted a series of outreach efforts in
order to get a sense of the community perspective of
parking in downtown Mansfield. Input efforts focused
on exploring, in detail, a broad cross-sectional understanding of how the parking system functions today
and how it should flexibly function in the future.
The process on understanding the user perspective is an integral piece of the parking analysis.
Understanding the issues by talking with community members provided valuable insight not only on
what isn’t working today, but also opportunities for
improvement. These insights into the community’s
mobility needs, coupled with quantitative data parking
analysis, will help steer the study in a direction that
truly addresses parking challenges unique to downtown Mansfield.

PUBLIC WORKSHOP: MARCH 19, 2019
On March 19th 2019, local residents, business
owners, employees and others were invited to the
Mansfield Town Hall to participate in a hands-on
parking public workshop designed to gather input on
parking in and around downtown Mansfield and the
commuter rail station.
The meeting included a presentation of the study
background and initial findings related to field observations of parking occupancy. The Study Team identified initial issues and opportunities, then engaged
participants to add their own concerns and express
desires for parking management strategies.
A majority of the meeting time was used to gather
feedback through a number of interactive activities
and an open comments period. Close to twenty public
participants were present and voiced their comments
and concerns directly to the Study Team.

Workshop Activities
During the public workshop, participants were asked
to complete four main activities related to their
parking experiences in and priorities for downtown
Mansfield. Activities were designed to capture participants’ typical actions in and perceptions of downtown. The overwhelming commuter rail demand and
on-street parking conditions on North Main Street
were most frequently cited.
WHERE DO YOU LIVE, WORK, SHOP, AND EAT?
Workshop attendees were asked to mark the locations
of their home, office/business, favorite retail destination, and favorite restaurants. With this information
the Study Team could better understand the geographic profile of public participants, and whether
opinions expressed represented a good representation of Mansfield residents. Identified destinations show that Mansfield residents often shop and
eat downtown, but also travel to many neighboring
municipalities.
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WHERE DO YOU PARK WHEN VISITING DOWNTOWN
AND THE COMMUTER RAIL?
Participants could indicate on a downtown map
where they most often park when visiting downtown
or traveling on the commuter rail. Location-specific
comments related to parking spaces revealed by participants are noted in the key findings.
WHAT ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES DOY YOU SEE
RELATED TO PARKING?
Participants expressed directly to the Study Team
their comments on both the issues and opportunities
presented at the beginning of the public workshop
and any that may have been discounted by the Study
Team. Solutions to address residential parking for
downtown apartments and condos, particularly over
the winter months, came up repeatedly.

WHAT ARE YOUR PARKING PREFERENCES?
Participants were presented with six tradeoffs related to downtown and/or commuter rail parking, and
asked to vote for whichever statement they preferred.
Attendees were split on their preference for on-street
versus off-street parking, but strongly preferred the
use of public parking for downtown businesses, and
to have public parking (customer and employee) to be
shared with commuters in a centralized facility. Mixed
responses were given to extending downtown time
limits and to the locations of employee parking.

Public Workshop Key Findings
• Improving the wayfinding experience is
key to encouraging visitors to use the
newly-striped Old Colony Way spaces.
• Many noted that high parking turnover in
downtown is important to increase business
and allow residents to run errands.
• Parking is always in high demand on
N. Main Street near the intersection
with Old Colony Way where there is a
concentration of popular restaurants.

WHAT IS YOUR TYPICAL PARKING EXPERIENCE?
Participants rated their three aspects of their experience downtown and by the commuter rail:
1. Time it takes to find a parking space
2. Distance from parking space to destination
3. Parking signage and information
Participants also rated the sidewalk conditions walking from parking spaces to their destinations.
Overall, participants were happy with the time it takes
to find a parking space in downtown, relatively happy
with the distance they must walk, and unhappy with
parking signage. Participants were not as happy with
commuter parking. Signage is poor, many felt it took
too long to park - some leave - and the distance from
the platform was an issue. Participants were largely
neutral on sidewalk conditions within the study area.
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– Participants suggested that dining on weeknight evenings
and weekends need more formalized agreements on where
spillover parking can be found. Parking and wayfinding
signage could be made more informative and be placed in
more locations.

• Residential parking, by permit, directly
competes with public off-street spaces near
downtown restaurants on Old Colony Way.
– The Town’s winter parking ban further reduces the available
overnight parking for residents of downtown apartments and
condos.

• Many pointed out hazardous locations in downtown
Mansfield for pedestrians crossing North Main
Street, especially as one-way traffic encourages
speed. Cars turning into and out of side streets
can be chaotic due to a lack of sightlines.
• Generally, participants agreed that longerterm employee parking should be found off of
Main Street and not within the Town-owned at
Church Street and Main Street, but signage is
confusing, short time limits on-street, and a lack
of employee permit program hinder this pattern.
• Managing train-related vehicle traffic on

neighborhood streets is also important.
Traffic congestion, distracted driving, and
high-speed turns has created an unsafe
and unpleasant walking environment
across Chauncy Street to Main Street.

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
A series of targeted stakeholder meetings gathered
input from those most familiar with parking issues
and challenges in downtown Mansfield. The Study
Team met with downtown business owners, the Town
Planning Board, and downtown landlords.
The primary goal of these individual or small-group
meetings was a free flowing exchange about existing
parking challenges and an understanding of specific
parking experiences and perspectives in Downtown
Mansfield. Several common themes emerged, which
are summarized below.
• Conflict exists between employee and customer
parking, particularly on Main Street.
– Turnover is a problem, with employees parking all day.

• Existing parking spaces should be
formalized and regulated by striping and
enforcement, as some cars park too close
to others, or too far from the curb.
• Shared parking among private business owners
and residential already exists in some lots and
should be encouraged more formally by the Town.
• Directional and parking signage is generally
poor and more is needed, particularly directing
parkers to the new Old Colony spaces.
• A more walkable downtown is desired. Crossing
Chauncy Street can be quite challenging with
speeding through-traffic, poor visibility at turning
corners, long cycle times, high volumes of vehicles
at peak times corresponding to the train schedule.
• On-street parking hinders traffic as people pull
in and out from spaces and from side-streets,
especially on N. Main Street as it narrows
between Church Street and Pleasant Street.
• The commuter rail lots are too far away and
disconnected from the downtown to be used
for evening dining visits for most people.
• Pedestrian connections from train to downtown
don’t feel safe - bad lighting, and environment.
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DOWNTOWN PARKING SURVEY
An online survey was developed, promoted by the
Town and and the Mansfield News, and maintained
for five weeks prior to a public workshop held in
March at Mansfield Town Hall. The survey collected
information about existing travel and parking
behaviors, perceptions, and needs in the downtown
study area. The survey linked responses to specific
stakeholder identities – residents, employees,
business owners, commuters, etc. In order to address
the reality that residents are often visitors, and
business owners and employees are often residents,
the survey allowed participants to complete it multiple
times. There were close to 550 responses.

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION TO DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD

Key Findings
• Overall, close to 82% of respondents coming
to downtown arrive by driving alone.

WHERE DO YOU NORMALLY PARK
WHEN YOU COME DOWNTOWN?

• The majority of visitors downtown come to shop,
run errands, eat or for appointments (64%), and
nine out of ten of those visitors drive alone.
• Commuters predominantly reach the
station by driving alone (69%).
• 92% of downtown workers and 100%
of business owners participating in
the online survey drive alone.
• Commuters frequently fail to find parking
(39%), especially in the Mansfield
resident lots, either at the station (13%)
or in the Winthrop Ave. lot (9%) .

PARKING AND ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS THAT WOULD
HAVE THE MOST BENEFIT WHEN I COME DOWNTOWN

• On an average day, the majority of
downtown visitors (88%) find a spot
in less than five minutes.
• Almost half of the respondents indicated that
on-street parking is easy to find (46%), although
13% said they frequently leave downtown because
they fail to find an available parking space
• Although the majority of respondents park their
vehicles for less than two hours (65%), the most
popular parking destinations for those who park
longer than two hours are the on-street spaces
on Main Street and Old Colony Way (>50%).
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KEY FINDINGS: ISSUES TO ADDRESS
There are two disconnected parking systems in downtown Mansfield: the
commuter parking system and the downtown parking system. Commuter lots
serve train riders - residents and non-residents alike in different facilities - who
park and ride to work, and are highly utilized. Downtown parking on the other
hand, primarily serves Main Street business activity including employees and
customers and is not highly used. Outside of the overwhelming demand in
commuter rail lots, downtown does not have a parking utilization problem on a
typical day. Even at night and on weekends, there is enough parking capacity to
accommodate both downtown residents and the visiting shoppers and diners.
Isolated pockets of downtown Mansfield experience
high utilization at peak times, but there is parking
availability nearby. Overall, across the entire study
area, no more than 47% of spaces are utilized at peak
demand on weekdays. Much of the occupied parking
is at the commuter rail station, where up to 92%
of all commuter rail spaces are full in the morning
and afternoon. Two-hour parking spaces serving
downtown businesses - primarily along North and
South Main Street reach 25% capacity overall, but
there are concentrations of higher demand between
Pleasant Street and Cottage Street and between
Samoset Avenue and Court Street where much of the
commercial activity exists. Nevertheless, adjacent
Main Street blocks within a two-minute walk have
ample excess capacity. Finally, side streets within one
block of Main Street - nearly all of which are signed as
residential-only parking - are no more than 15% full
during the day.

“Even during busy events like family fun
night I have never had trouble finding
parking. I eat at a few restaurants, get my
nails done and other errands and have
never had trouble with parking.”
- Parking survey respondent

Parking issues in downtown Mansfield can be broken
up into those affecting predominantly the commuter
rail lots, and those predominantly affecting downtown.
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REGULATORY CONFUSION/ SIGNAGE
Existing on-street parking signage may lead to
confusion because it is not consistent. Not every
block has signs indicating if parking is allowed, when
it is allowed, and for how long. Whenever signage is
missing, the street may appear to be unregulated,
meaning drivers may park for as long as they want.
The most uniformly effective parking management
within the study area is the residential parking
permit (RPP) regulations applied to neighborhood
streets to preserve resident parking opportunities
from commuter parking demand. However, even in
these areas - and along Main Street - signs are faded,
making them hard to read. Others are contradictory.
Availability along these blocks was more than
sufficient for resident-convenience during all surveys.

REGULATORY SIGNAGE CONFUSION IN
OFF-STREET LOTS
The signage at current downtown public lots is
confusingly inconsistent, while individual signs
provide too little information (Old Colony Way parking
has no indication of public use). Signs should
consistently include information on price, schedule of
enforcement, and time limits to make it clear who is
allowed to park where, when, and for how long. The
Town is beginning to develop standardized, simplified,
and clear signage that can be applied in Town and
lots and should consider adding to MBTA lots.

DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY
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VEHICULAR CIRCULATION REDUCES
BUSINESS VISIBILITY AND ACCESS
Circulation and connectivity affect parking decision
making. The one-way circulation on Main Street, Old
Colony Way, and Mansfield Avenue makes it difficult
for drivers unfamiliar with downtown Mansfield to
find parking for businesses that they (might) see as
they drive through. Drivers may get frustrated with a
perceived lack of parking options and leave downtown
to instead go to Mansfield Crossing or Patriot Place.
Similarly, potential customers seeking parking for
retail/commercial spaces in the new One Mansfield
must detour 1,300 feet further down North Main
Street until they reach the intersection of Mansfield
Avenue and then drive another 1,600 feet to return to
the 14 on-street spaces on Crocker Street.

“Coming out of some side streets is difficult
too because people park on Main and block
the view of anyone else entering into Main”
- Parking survey respondent

“Normally I would say I live downtown (near
Tahana) but lately I find myself driving the
short distance because crossing 106 with
my toddler isn’t worth it. The way that people
drive on 106 and near the train station makes
me feel unsafe as a pedestrian. I feel very
disconnected from downtown lately.”
- Parking survey respondent

LACK OF TIME LIMIT ENFORCEMENT
Time limits are designed to ensure that the most
convenient on-street spaces are available for shorter
trips. If a vehicle is parked all day long in front of a
business, it limits access for other residents, visitors,
or customers. Almost half of all on-street parking in
the downtown Mansfield study area is time limited,
and the town-owned off-street lots on Old Colony
Way and Main Street are all two-hours, except by
employee or resident permit. Time limits, however, are
only as effective as their enforcement. If drivers know
that enforcement is lax or inconsistent, it is likely
they will stay longer than the posted time limit. In
Mansfield, as a result, front door on-street spaces can
be taken up by restaurant or shop employees rather
than customers.
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COMMUTER PARKING

LACK OF A COHESIVE COMMUTER RAIL
PARKING STRATEGY
The number of entities managing parking near the
train has created a system that is challenging for the
user to understand. The borders between different
lots is unclear, especially between the Mansfield
resident parking and MBTA daily parking.

“Train parking is a nightmare if you get there
after 7:30! It would be great if there was a
way to see where spots were available via
a phone app. Today I went to the Winthrop
lot and there were no spaces left. But when
I drove across to the main lot (outbound
side) there were tons of spots. I don’t always
have time to search and end up paying for
a private lot just to make sure I catch the
train.” - Parking survey respondent

COMMUTER RAIL PARKING PRIORITIZED
OVER DOWNTOWN VITALITY
Because of the high ridership at Mansfield Station
and demand from Mansfield residents for commuter
parking, nearly 40 spaces on Old Colony Way were
“temporarily” taken over for residential permit parking
for commuters. This temporary solution has now been
in place for half a decade. Tying up downtown parking
spaces close to many downtown businesses for all-day
commuter parking prioritizes parking for residents
leaving downtown all day, over those that may come to
visit downtown and spend money at local shops and
restaurants.

DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

OPPORTUNITIES: STRATEGIES
To provide greater clarity and predictability across its entire parking supply and
better serve the Downtown/Main Street business district, and commuter parking areas, the Town can leverage existing assets and informal practices already
in place, while also planning with the future in mind.
To accomplish both, a regulatory baseline and
procedural process must first be established. Once
established, policies and implementation practices
to respond to changing parking conditions in the
study will follow. Changes include new or redevelopment within downtown (e.g. Main Street and vicinity), changing retail trends, patterns and customer
behaviors/needs; changing mobility choices and
offerings; and the potential for transit oriented
development (TOD) on current surface parking lots
adjacent to the train station and more.
And although the two parking systems - downtown
and commuter - are very much separate today, a key
goal of this plan is to connect the two over time to
create one cohesive system that can adapt to changing patterns by day, time of day, time of year, and
over time.

“Lived here for 12 years and in that
whole time two things have been true:
1) People have complained that there’s
“nowhere to park” in Mansfield; 2) I have
never had trouble finding a place to park
downtown. It’s great to see the town making
the available parking more obvious with
signage. I think the town can also help
promote the idea that cars are not the only
way to get around (e.g. promoting/extending
bike path) and also that it can be pleasant
to walk around downtown Mansfield, even
if you can’t find a parking spot right outside
the door of the business you’re visiting.” Parking survey respondent

DOWNTOWN PARKING

STRATEGIES
STRATEGY 1: CLARIFY AND FORMALIZE
ON-STREET PARKING REGULATIONS

The Town of Mansfield can take two steps to clarify
on-street parking regulations.
The first is to adopt a formal policy of curbside use
priorities. Noting that curb space is part of the public
street system and an asset available for all people
to use, a formalized curbside (parking) policy both
recognizes the competing needs of commuters,
residents, and visitors, and supports a healthy
downtown business environment. For example, all
parking on Main Street and Old Colony Way, should
prioritize customer parking for downtown businesses,
not long-term commuter parking. Commuter parking
should be prioritized nearest the station.
The second is to adopt through the Select Board a
formal parking ordinance through and map of current
on-street parking regulations. The ordinance and map
would rationalize the existing parking environment
resulting from an informal street-by-street decision
making process , to one with regulations that provide
clarity and consistency that corresponds to curbside
priorities, and that serve as a legal starting point for
enforcement.

STRATEGY 1.1: Provide consistency for
business customer parking in downtown by
removing commuter parking permit spaces
from Old Colony Way and allow for timelimited customer parking.
This provides up to 45 more spaces for visitors.
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STRATEGY 1.2. Develop and adopt Town
of Mansfield Parking Ordinance and
accompanying map that establishes a
consolidated regulatory code for all parking
in the downtown and commuter areas first,
and then expands over time to incorporate all
areas of the Town.
Regulations to include:
• Time-Limited Zones
• Meter Zones (e.g. commuter parking lots)
• No Parking Zones
• Commercial Loading Zones
• Residential-Only Zones
See Appendix for an initial regulatory framework developed as part of this plan and the following page for
a map of proposed regulations.

STRATEGY 1.3: Create a public facing
Downtown Parking map, including rates
and regulations by time of day for all public
parking options.
This map can be hosted on the Town website and hard
copies can be handed out with the purchase of an
employee or resident parking permit.The addition of
the public off-street lots at Old Colony Way and Main
Street as pins on Google Maps should be pursued.

“In order to visit the downtown businesses,
you need to either find a space in the only
public parking lot, next to Hayden Optometric
and Mansfield Bank, or circle around multiple
times, or concede and go to Old Colony Way
and find a spot and walk from there.”
- Parking survey respondent

STRATEGY 1.4. Ensure all parking signage
is clear and placed in highly visible locations
on-street and in lots to improve clarity of
parking regulations.

STRATEGY 2: ENCOURAGE LONG-TERM
AND EMPLOYEE PARKING OFF OF N. MAIN
STREET AND MOVE TO THE PERIPHERY.
Public parking within downtown should prioritize
convenient customer parking - an essential ingredient
for a successful downtown in suburban communities.
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It’s not helpful when employees of businesses
park in front of their own establishments, on
the street, which should be for their business
patrons. Shouldn’t that be open for their
customers?.” - Parking survey respondent
The most desirable parking for any business is right at
the front door. These spaces should remain available
to potential customers. Employee and resident parking is also essential, but it should not compete with
customers. Several options are available to Mansfield
to address this issue.

STRATEGY 2.1: Adopt an employee permit
program allowing employees to park on
residential side streets during the day.
A best practice and frequently used strategy in many
downtowns is allowing and encouraging employee
parking on side streets during day through a permit
program. Residential side streets are typically
underutilized during the day, providing ample spaces
for employees to park all day within proximity to their
place of work, but then return the spaces to residents
for overnight use. This frees up the most convenient
nearby on- and off-street public spaces for customers
and creates a more business-friendly atmosphere on
N. Main Street.
As shown in the utilization analysis, there is plenty of
availability - during the week and on weekends - on
residential side streets for employee parking. These
employee spaces can revert to use for residents after
5pm.

STRATEGY 2.2: Allow long-term resident and
employee parking (after 6pm with a permit)
in the newly reconstructed parking areas
along Old Colony Way (between Samoset
Avenue and Court Street).
The newly reconstructed parking along Old Colony
Way between Samoset Avenue and Court Street is underutilized, even at night. Given its proximity to many
Main Street businesses - particularly restaurants
which stay open late into the evening - the lot could
allow for evening employee parking with a permit, as
well as resident parking. Permits should be limited to
employees of businesses with late hours, and to residents of abutting buildings without on-site parking.
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STRATEGY 2.3: Limit overnight resident
parking in downtown lots - N. Main Street
and Old Colony/Rumford lot - to specific
times to ensure parking availability during
daytime hours to support downtown business
activity.
Resident parking in public lots intended to support
downtown business activity should be limited to
specific overnight hours (with a permit). Given current utilization, we recommend 10pm to 10am. This
would provide additional resident parking supply when
needed most - the overnight hours - while ensuring
public parking is open for customer use during regular
business hours.

“Parking may be hard to find right near some
of the restaurants at night but frequently there
is parking 2 or 3 blocks away. I think if the
walk to these restaurants were interesting, well
lit, safe and advertised they would be used
and more appealing.” - Parking survey respondent

STRATEGY 2.4. Consider establishing and
adopting a downtown snow emergency
program to replace the winter on-street
parking ban.
Currently, no on-street parking is allowed during
winter months to assist in snow clearance activity.
Given limited parking and higher reliance on onstreet parking for downtown residents, Mansfield
could adopt a similar program to many communities
that enact snow emergency procedures rather than
blanket seasonal bans. Snow emergency programs
allow residents to park on-street except when a snow
emergency is declared. During the snow emergency,
all vehicles must be off-street, or they will be towed.
At these times, public parking lots can be used for
parking.

STRATEGY 3: INCREASE SIGNAGE TO AND
FROM OFF-STREET PUBLIC PARKING IN
THE DOWNTOWN AREA.
A tendency to focus on on-street parking can create
strong, popular perceptions among potential visitors
that “there’s nowhere to park” downtown, even when
these blocks are surrounded by hundreds of empty
off-streets spaces in off-street lots or parallel streets
within proximity to the intended destination.
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The most common reasons why these nearby spaces
are overlooked include:
• People don’t know about them, or can’t find them;
• They are not, or don’t appear to be,
available for public parking; and
• Many people find the lots foreboding
environments, especially at night.

STRATEGY 3.1: Design and implement a
parking wayfinding signage program to assist
visitors in locating available parking.
There is currently very little directional (wayfinding) or
on-site signage to promote off-street or nearby available parking within the downtown. This includes:
• Old Colony Way and Lot - west of
Main Street and north Church
• Old Colony Way - east of Main Street
between Samsonet and Court Street.
• Union Street - west of Mansfield Common
Clear, consistent and visible parking wayfinding
signage will assist visitors to locate parking. This will
help to relieve pressure on on-street spaces by redistributing demand to underutilized spaces nearby.

“I don’t think enough people know about
the parking area behind Jimmy’s Pub.”
- Parking survey respondent

On-site signage is also an opportunity, not only to
mark parking opportunities, but to brand them and increase their market appeal. Branding parking facilities
can be a low-cost means of communicating several
things about these valuable parking assets, including:
• CERTAINTY - Town-branded lots can ease
towing fears among Mansfield and nonMansfield drivers unfamiliar with the downtown
parking environments, who might otherwise
fear spaces are privately controlled by,
and reserve for, adjacent businesses;
• RELIABILITY – Matching Town branding with
consistent rates, regulations, schedules, and
customer-friendly enforcement will make off-street
parking experiences comfortably predictable; and
• ALLOWED DURATION – Identifying time
limits in off-street facilities will be key to
attracting some longer parking stays away
from on-street options, especially once Old
Colony Way spaces are returned to the general
public, but only if drivers know about it.
DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY
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STRATEGY 3.2: Incorporate circulation
signage into the overall parking wayfinding
program.
As noted, the one-way pair roadway system in
Mansfield limits visibility of and accessibility to and
from businesses and parking area along the upper
areas of North Main Street. Ensuring that wayfinding
signage - traveling southbound - informs drivers that
downtown businesses are one block away is important, as is signage - traveling northbound - to inform
drivers that parking is accessible one block to the
west (along the southbound route pari - Old Colony
Way).
Directional signage on N. Main Street, from Chauncy
Street, from Park Street, and from West Street will
help drivers entering downtown know that parking is
available. See the map of the following page.

STRATEGY 3.3: Ensure parking and other
wayfinding signage is consistent, clear, and
highly visible.
There have been incomplete efforts to develop new
and consistent Downtown public parking signage.
While new signage has been installed at the small
public lot off of Old Colony Way (south of Chauncy),
all other signage is old and inconsistent. All signage
for public parking should be consistent. Additionally,
and importantly, it must be highly visible.

STRATEGY 4: ADJUST TIME LIMITS TO
PROVIDE CUSTOMERS WITH GREATER
CONVENIENCE AND FLEXIBILITY
BY ENCOURAGING A “PARK ONCE”
ENVIRONMENT.
All public parking in downtown Mansfield is limited
to two-hours. While this encourages turn-over, it may
not provide enough time for those who intend to visit
several establishments or services during one trip.
For example, a visitor who comes to eat lunch, go to
a salon or barber shop, and run into Town Hall, likely
can’t accomplish all of this in two hours. They either
have to move their car - which adds to traffic congestion - or choose another shopping destination where
they can accomplish more in one location without
having to move their car.
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Strategy 4.1: Extend time limits downtown
to 4-hours to allow greater flexibility
for customers visiting more than one
establishment.
All public parking - on-street and off-street lots should be extended to 4-hours between 7am and
5pm. This time limit would eliminate the ability for
commuters to use downtown parking needed for
employees and patrons of Main Street businesses, but
allow for visitors to stay downtown for a longer period,
perhaps visiting multiple businesses, without the
need to move their vehicle.

STRATEGY 4.2: Ensure signage clearly
indicates time-limits.
Signage must clearly state the time allowances, particularly if they differ. Otherwise, the system will be
confusing and difficult to enforce. Incorporating color
“time limit zones” onto signage is one strategy that
can be successful. For example, red zones are 2-hour,
whereas green zones are 4-hour.

STRATEGY 4.3: Evaluate the need and
potential locations of short-term parking and
loading zones.
The Town can update on-street regulations to ensure
equal distribution of short-term (15 or 30-minute)
passenger and commercial loading spaces near commercial and residential buildings to mitigate loading
pinch points on narrow sections of N. Main St. The
Town should ask businesses when deliveries typically
occur to establish hours of loading zone enforcement.

STRATEGY 5: PROVIDE MORE AND/
OR IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN AND
BIKE FACILITIES AND BIKE PARKING
DOWNTOWN TO REDUCE PARKING
DEMAND.
The more ways people can access downtown, the
better it is for the business environment, and for the
parking system. The more people who can visit downtown without driving opens up parking for those who
drive.

STRATEGY 5.1: To encourage bicycling and
other alternative micro-transportation to
and from downtown (and the commuter rail
DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY
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station), add bicycle facilities to Main Street
and Old Colony Way (north of Church Street)
to provide a safer environment for bicyclists
and other mobility alternatives (e.g. scooters,
e-bikes, and more.)
“Bike racks at both larger residential building
AND in front of train station would be more
helpful. The lighting in these areas is pretty
bad now, so consider that too please.”
- Parking survey respondent

Bicycle use for recreation, local travel and commuting is growing in the Commonwealth - as are micromobility devices (e.g. scooters, e-bikes, skateboards,
e-boards, and more) - and should be prioritized.
Encouraging bicycle travel requires infrastructure (e.g.
bike lanes, paths, etc.) and amenities, including bike
racks to park safely while visiting (or commuting).
Mansfield has invested in bike infrastructure, most
notably the WWII Veterans Memorial Trail - which
connects many neighborhoods to the south to downtown. This includes the recent extension constructed
along Old Colony Way between Samoset Ave and
Church Street. However, there are no bike facilities
(e.g. lanes, sharrows, etc.) once the path meets N.
Main Street. Essentially, once a bicyclist reaches
downtown, they must share the road with vehicles,
but no markings inform drivers of their presence.
The Town can pilot a west-wide parking-protected
two-way or contraflow bike lane on Old Colony Way
from Church Street to Thomas Street without removing parking spaces. Alternatively, a curb-level shared
use path on the west wise of Old Colony with angled
parking on the east side. Each design would narrow
the street to one southbound travel lane, slowing
down vehicles driving through downtown and making
it safer for pedestrians.

SOUTH ACTION MBTA COMMUTER RAIL STATION - BIKE PARKING

STRATEGY 5.2: Increase bike parking
throughout downtown (and at the commuter
rail station) to encourage bicycle use.
The only bike racks identified within the study area
were at or near the train station. Approximately 10
bicycles can be accommodated within a typical bike
corral, which occupies roughly the same physical
space as a short-term car-parking space. In many
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cases, bike corrals can be sited within curbside
spaces too small for auto parking.
With the extension of the bike path through the Old
Colony Way parking spaces, bicycle access to downtown restaurants and offices only increases. Adding a
coral near the Shawmut Avenue end will provide bike
parking within a short walk of many Main Street destinations. See the map of the following page.

STRATEGY 5.3: Require bicycle parking
within all new development in the downtown
area.
Many communities require bicycle parking in all
new multifamily, mixed-use and office development.
Providing bike parking - within the structure - is attractive to potential tenants/residents, and encourages bike travel and commuting (to the train station).

STRATEGY 5.4: Ensure sidewalks and all
pedestrian facilities are well maintained, and
ADA-accessible.
Every person who parks is also a pedestrian as soon
as they depart their vehicle. A highly accessible and
well maintained pedestrian environment is essential
to ensure customers, employees and commuters can
get to and from their destination in a safe and comfortable manner.
This is particularly important for ensuring that the
vast supply of parking generated by weekday parkand-ride commuter demand is available to support a
Downtown economy increasingly centered on eveningand weekend-peak restaurant and retail businesses.

STRATEGY 6: PROACTIVELY PLAN FOR
FUTURE DOWNTOWN PARKING NEEDS
AND CHANGING USER BEHAVIORS.
Parking demand is influenced by land uses, including retail trends, residential trends, work trends and
more. For example, the more people work from home,
the less they need to drive and park somewhere (other
than their home), or if restaurants replace general
retail, parking demand shifts to meal hours - especially the evening - decreasing demand during the day.
The shared parking model developed as part of this
project can assist the Town of Mansfield to project
parking demand from new developments or changes
to the retail landscape.
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STRATEGY 6.1: Estimate parking demand
from all new developments based on known
and/or potential ground floor uses.
Estimating likely demand for parking for different
uses will better enable the Town to understand
the potential impacts on the parking system from
changes to land use. Using the inventory developed
as part of this project, the Town can estimate the
likely utilization impacts from new retail and service
establishments by location and time of day. This will
help to inform if additional public parking is needed
(and should be developed by the Town), or if on-site
parking needs to be accommodated as part of new
development (beyond residential).

STRATEGY 6.2: Increase total parking
inventory through efficient striping and lower
cost infrastructure projects.
“On street parking spaces need to be
painted. Too many people take up two
parking spots because they are not marked.”
- Parking survey respondent

Currently, the majority of on-street parking is not
striped. This can lead to overcrowding, but more
often than not, inefficient use of on-street space
(not leaving enough space for a car to park between
two cars). Striping spaces will bring predictability to
the parking system. In other areas such as Thomas
Street, roadways could likely accommodate back-in
angled parking, which would add more spaces through
striping alone. For example, the one-way pair of Main
Street and Old Colony Way provide considerable
lane width that could be reduced to allow for angled
parking.
Off street lots should also be assessed for potential
restriping or realignment to maximize use by increasing number of spaces where possible. For example,
the Old Colony lot adjacent to the Rumford 214 development could likely be reconstructed to make it larger
and provide additional spaces for customers to park.

STRATEGY 6.3: Allow the general public to
park at resident commuter parking lots after
5pm.
As new development occurs and more retail and
dining establishments (likely) locate in downtown to
support the growing population (and surrounding
DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

community), parking utilization will likely increase in
the downtown. Should this occur, additional public
parking may be needed to accommodate more people.

In general, off-street parking should provide a
cheaper, long-term option, so parking meters, if ever
demanded, should be installed on N. Main Street first

The opportunity for the general public to park for free
in commuter spaces during evenings and weekends
should be promoted, through information media and
on-site signage. For example, existing signage in the
Winthrop Ave lot (and along Old Colony Way commuter parking areas) does not indicate this opportunity, and gives an impression of 24-hour payment
enforcement. Developing new, uniform signage that
makes hese opportunities clear should be prioritized,
even on MBTA lots. These hundreds of spaces can
support downtown businesses - and used to attract
new businesses to areas given the parking availability
particularly along northern sections of Main Street.
It could even serve as overflow parking for visitors to
residential buildings.

STRATEGY 6.5: Reconfigure the off-street
parking at the corner of Rumford Avenue, Old
Colony Way, and Thomas Street.

Specifically, signage allowing “Free evening parking
after 5:00pm and on weekends” should be added to
the following locations:

1) Reconfigure the intersection of Old Colony Road
and Rumford Avenue to square off the intersection
(remove the traffic island) to provide a larger parking
lot.

• Winthrop Ave lot.

With existing ground floor retail and new ground floor
retail under construction at that intersection, more
activity is anticipated in the coming years. To best
support this, providing ample public parking will both
support existing uses and potentially attract new
ones.
The parking lot at the corner of Old Colony Way and
Thomas Street has the potential to be reconfigured
to provide additional public parking supply. While a
transportation engineer should be used to complete
the actual design, we would suggest the following:

• Mansfield Ave on-street commuter parking areas.

2) Extend parking lot width by absorbing a portion of
Old Colony Road.

• Old Colony Way (until commuter parking
is removed from the roadway).

3) Restripe lot to provide more parking with three
rows of parking running north to south.

STRATEGY 6.4: Adopt a formal policy for
when pricing may be necessary on N. Main
Street and in public off-street lots.

4) Ensure that all public safety issues (e.g. fire
access, etc.) are addressed in the final design.

The “right regulation” is always the longest time limit
or the lowest price that will achieve an availability
target. Adjusting regulations over time—more strict
where demand is higher and less where demand
is lower—will allow Mansfield to better distribute
parking demand across downtown streets. Setting a
specific availability target for on- and offstreet parking, such as 85% for on-street spaces, can help Town
staff identify when to adjust time limits or when to
institute paid parking to encourage turnover. Review
of occupancy should occur at least annually.

THE ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A FINAL DESIGN.
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COMMUTER PARKING

STRATEGY 7.1: Add lighting and wayfinding
to the train bridge and ramp connections
to improve access, visibility and safety and
promote downtown businesses.

As noted in the analysis, the commuter parking
system is well used, but not particularly user friendly,
or predictable. Survey respondents also highlighted
that they often leave due to lack of availability, pay
higher rates in private lots for convenience, and other
issues.

Downtown Mansfield is within view of the train station. However, there is no wayfinding from the station
highlighting the connection to downtown. Additionally,
the bridge and ramp environment is dark and not attractive. It can feel unsafe, especially at night. Adding
lighting, wayfinding to the downtown business district
and other improvements to the ramp system (e.g.
public art. murals, interactive lighting, etc.) should be
prioritized.

STRATEGIES
Additionally, with the potential for future TransitOriented Development (TOD) on adjacent surface
lots, including housing and commercial uses, many
changes are likely to occur. As such, a multi-phased
approach to improving the commuter parking system,
and improving connections to and from downtown to
create a more cohesive, symbiotic system, is needed.

STRATEGY 7: IMPROVE CONNECTIVITY
TO AND FROM THE COMMUTER RAIL
STATION AND DOWNTOWN, AND FROM
THE WINTHROP AVE RESIDENT LOT.
The existing connections to and from downtown and
the Winthrop Avenue lots to the train station present a
great challenge to integrating the two sides. Current
MBTA improvements to improve accessibility on the
station side are underway; however nothing is currently planned on the downtown side. Improvements
should be prioritized to enhance comfort and the
perception of safety.
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STRATEGY 7.2: Improve pedestrian
conditions on key connective corridors on the
downtown side of Chauncey Street leading to
station connections.
The pedestrian environment leading to the key train
station connections is not particularly inviting.
Crosswalks are faded, sidewalks lack trees, and there
is little signage guiding people to the train station.

STRATEGY 8: IMPROVE THE COMMUTER
PARKING EXPERIENCE TO ADD
CONSISTENCY, CONVENIENCE AND
PREDICTABILITY.
Given that commuter parking facilities fall under different ownership - Town, MBTA, and private entities creating a unified, consistent and consolidated system
presents a great challenge. However, a key strategy to
meet this challenge is a shared parking agreement.

DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

STRATEGY 8.2: Explore a shared commuter
parking facility through consolidation of
public and private lots into one.

STRATEGY 9.1: Identify potential locations
able to locate commuter parking should
surface lots be redeveloped.

The Town should work with private commuter parking
lot land owners to explore and then establish a shared
commuter parking facility that consolidates all of the
lots west of the station into one large facility.

Potential options to accommodate/replace commuter
parking should the lots be redeveloped will likely include a parking structure. The two locations identified
by the project team for a structure include:

Negotiating with private land owners is critical to
this recommendation. These private lots are income
generating assets for their owners, thus any shared
strategy would likely include a revenue share agreement Under such an agreement, the Town could be
responsible for managing lot operations, but share
revenues with the land owners.

STRATEGY 8.3: Make necessary
infrastructure improvements to create one
parking facility with improve accessibility
into, out of and within the lot.
Under a shared agreement, capital improvements to
create one parking facility with internal circulation
between all, and to create a new entrance into the
shared facility that eliminates travel through the adjacent residential neighborhood would create a more
efficient system.
[LEVEL OF IMPROVEMENTS WILL DEPEND ON TOD
PLANNING AND TIMING.]

STRATEGY 9: PLAN FOR REPLACEMENT
AND/OR RELOCATION OF COMMUTER
PARKING SHOULD COMMUTER SURFACE
LOTS BE REDEVELOPED AS A MIXED-USE
TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT (TOD)
Surface parking lots directly west of the train station
old great promise for transit-oriented development.
Given that these lots - a combination of publicly- and
privately-owned land, hold the majority of commuter
parking, any redevelopment plans must adequately
replace and/or relocate commuter parking.

“After 7:30AM there are no resident spots
left to park in for the commuter rail parking.
Need more residential spots for commuters.
More signage on the outbound side of the
lots for parking would also be needed.”
- Parking survey respondent

1. TOD Site: A parking structure could be
accommodated on-site, incorporated as part of
a redevelopment proposal, to replace all parking
currently available on the sites to be redeveloped.
2. Winthrop Ave Lot: A large parking structure could
be developed on the current Winthrop Street
resident lot to accommodate all commuter parking
in one location - public and resident spaces.
Given the size of the lot, this would likely require
multiple levels, which may meet with opposition.
Any structure would likely require a Public-Private
Partnership to develop given the high cost of parking.
Parking rates are also likely to increase over current
levels given debt service costs.

STRATEGY 9.2: Ensure that any future
structure built for commuter parking provides
improved connectivity between downtown
and the station parking.
Providing a bridge connection from any parking structure over the tracks (and Chauncy Street if on the TOD
site) will provide improved accessibility between the
station and parking and downtown. This would provide
a better opportunity to use the new facility to support
downtown business activity, particular in areas closest
to the train station where new development is planned
and/or proposed.

“While I don’t commute into Boston regularly,
the times I have tried to take the train this
past year showed there is a real lack of
resident commuter parking. Parking is gone
by 7:30am and I had to resort to paying over
three times as much in a private lot. For
downtown businesses, I don’t have a problem
with walking a block or two to get to the nail
salon or restaurant. An additional lot for those
going to the restaurants would be ideal, but
clearly identifying parking areas would also
help.” - Parking survey respondent
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LAND USE/TRANSPORTATION

STRATEGIES
Land use, transportation infrastructure and connectivity, and parking demand are intrinsically tied to
none another. To better ensure that parking serves the
needs of all users - residents, businesses, employees
and visitors - and helps to reduce congestion, land
use and transportation planning practices and policies
that encourage pedestrian and bicycle connectivity,
reduced auto dependency, and shared parking that
supports both commuter and downtown needs, should
be prioritized.

STRATEGY 10: PRIORITIZE LAND USE
PRACTICES THAT REDUCE PARKING
DEMAND AND CAR USE.
STRATEGY 10.1 Focus higher density, mixeduse development in areas proximate to the
commuter rail station to encourage walking
and other non-motorized access to and from
the station.
Many commuters prefer to live in areas within walking distance to commuter rail station. As noted in the
study, over 10% of all riders walk to the station. The
interest is there. Providing more housing options near
the train station can help to reduce congestion and
reduce the need to provide more parking specifically
for commuter parking, without reducing total riders
using the station.

STRATEGY 10.2: Encourage and recruit
active ground floor uses to locate in
downtown Mansfield.
Unlike other downtowns with commuter rail service,
Mansfield has not attracted a large number of new
restaurants or retail to serve its growing residential
community. As such, residents in the downtown rely
more heavily on cars for shopping and entertainment.
To reduce parking demand - and encourage car-light
households (households with one car), the Town
should work with developers to attract retail tenants
most desired by downtown residents.
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STRATEGY 11: ENCOURAGE POLICIES AND
INVESTMENTS THAT REDUCE PARKING
DEMAND.
STRATEGY 11.1: Encourage car-sharing
services to locate in Downtown Mansfield
to promote car-light lifestyles of downtown
residents and reduce parking demand.
Car-sharing services such as Zipcar provide the ability for two- or more person households to only own
one car, particularly those where at least one person
commutes by train. Should two cars be needed infrequently, car shares provide the option on a temporary,
convenient and affordable basis.
For those households where all members commute by
transit, they can also reduce the need for a personal
vehicle entirely.
Car-share vehicles can be located in public off-street
lots, on-street (in reserved and enforced spaces), or
in private facilities.

STRATEGY 11.2: Increase bicycle lanes and
amenities to, from and within downtown and
the commuter rail station.
See Strategy 5.

STRATEGY 11.3: Create a more active
downtown through placemaking initiatives
that both support downtown business activity
and that create excitement, for example
parklets and/or gathering spaces.
Parklets are small, temporary or permanent, open
spaces that repurpose parking spaces. They are often
used to create sitting areas in locations where there
is limited sidewalk space, outdoor dining for adjacent
restaurants, or even pop-up (one day) events. Parklets
have popped up in cities and towns across the country as a way to use high visibility parking space to
promote greater walkability and business activity.
Mansfield could implement parklets to provide outdoor dining where it is otherwise not possible due to
narrow sidewalks, as well as to promote different businesses (e.g. outdoor barbershop, salon and more).

DOWNTOWN MANSFIELD PARKING STUDY

Outdoor plazas come in many forms - think Mansfield
Common compared to Boston City Hall Plaza. Some
can be flexible spaces - e.g. parking lots - that can
be used for events in warmer months, but parking in
colder months. An example of a temporary plaza is
the use of a public or private parking lot for a farmer’s
market, arts fair, or even a community movie night.
In other locations, use of shipping containers have
created temporary incubator retail shops, food service
businesses, and even pop-up theater/performance
spaces.
There are currently no open spaces for gathering to hold events and enliven the central areas of
Mainstreet (south of Chauncy and north of Church
Street. Identifying potential parklet locations or opportunities for a plaza/parking flex space would provide a public space for events to bring in more people
to support local business activity, as well as parking
in colder months (including an off-street parking
facility should a “snow emergency” parking policy be
implemented in the future.

(See Appendix for a sample parklet approval process.)

STRATEGY 11.4: Consider reestablishing
Main Street as a two-way street to improve
circulation, slow traffic, and to provide
improved visibility for businesses.
The current one-way pair of Main Street and Old
Colony Way creates a downtown circulatoin pattern
that is confusing to visitors, removes half of all drivers
(potential customers) from seeing businesses located
on Main Street, and can lead to higher speeds and
lower safety for pedestrians.
Returning Main Street to two way traffic would improve circulation, enhance business actibity (and help
to attract more), and reduce travel speeds of vehicles.
To accommodate a return to two-way parking, an
estimated 4-6 parking spaces would be lost, and the
removal of “Central Common” would be required.
However, removal of Central Common and redesign
would likely improve pedestrian crossing safety.
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